Twist a retro-styled knob and make the synced oscillators in your lead fight with a beautifully organic edge. Sink your hands into the aftertouch keyboard and make a mellow pad growl. Run your finger across the ribbon controller and move a resonant filter over a mesmerizing arpeggiation. Revel in the direct connection to glorious analog sound. The Andromeda gives you the power to create a huge variety of unique sounds and complex soundscapes.

A6 Andromeda Features

- Real analog synthesis with full MIDI implementation
- 16-voice polyphony, 16-channel multitimbral capability
- Each voice features 2 oscillators and 2 classically derived resonating filters. External audio inputs can route any signal through filters
- 61-key semi-weighted keyboard with velocity, release velocity and aftertouch. Ribbon controller offers multiple assignable functions
- Backlit LCD window with real-world parameter values (including time, frequency and BPM) and high-resolution graphics
- Built-in arpeggiator and analog-style sequencer with MIDI sync. High-quality digital effects including reverb, chorus and echo, plus a built-in analog distortion circuit
- 256 preset and 128 user-defined programs with PCMCIA memory card slot for additional programs and mixes